




















































Dr. Ahmad Nafisi 
1. I agree to supervise this senior project. 
A.N.____ 
2. The specifications are [1]-[2]: 
▢ Abstract—Describes what project should do, 
not how. 
▢ Bounded—Identify project boundaries, scope, 
and context  
▢ Complete—Include all the requirements 
identified by the customer, as well as those 
needed to define the project.  
▢ Unambiguous—Concisely state one clear 
meaning. 
▢ Verifiable—A test can prove if system meets 
specification. 
▢ Traceable—Each engineering specification 
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6.67 .10319R = 6 * 0  






With the calculated magnet and coil Properties, an hour of vigorous shaking produces up                           
to 702 watts of power for one hour. Two possible designs for our project include: one larger                                 
inductor coil with one magnet, or two smaller inductor coils with two separate magnets. We have                               
not yet tested the efficiency of two coils versus one in everyday movement, but if our design                                 
needs more room for the circuitry, two smaller inductors provide extra space. 
The shape and design of the inductor “tubes” may be most efficient as a curved cylinder                               
with elastic stoppers on each end. This shape provides a bounce­back effect on the magnet,                             
amplifying the motion of your body (keeping more momentum of the magnet in play). The                             
curvature of the cylinder enables Boost to harness horizontal energy as well as vertical energy as                               
the curve contributes centrifugal force to the system. We must test this curved formation and                             




























(mV)              Avg 
Magnet 
Size  Test 1  Test 2  Test 3  Test 4  Test 5  Test 6  Test 7 
 
9/16 x 9/16  258  267  212  237  267  150  254  235 
3/4 x 3/4  466  508  463  480  461  454  480  473.14 






































Peltier Effect ­ the presence of heating or cooling at an electrified junction of two different                               














Thompson Effect ­​ the heating or cooling of a current­carrying conductor with a temperature                         
gradient. 
Since we do not want to heat up or cool down our users’ skin, the Seebeck effect provides the                                     
best energy harvesting method. With an armband, most of the time ambient temperature ranges                           
below 80​0​F, or 26.7C [28]. Body temperature remains approximately at 37 C (98.6​0​F). This                           
results in a significant temperature difference. When placing a peltier device between the two                           
opposing temperatures, electricity ensues. A peltier device works by having a “hot” and “cold”                           
side; applying this heat difference induces current to flow and creates a voltage. This current                             
would then charge up any device, like a battery. See Figure 11.  
 







































































chips  23.3  33.6  10.3  0.159  0.159  0.025281 
Neck with 
heat sink 3 
chips  24.1  34.6  10.5  0.08  0.08  0.0064 
Coffee cup 
3 chips  42.6  61.2  18.6  0.163  0.163  0.026569 
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